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Complutense de Madrid, Universidad de la Rioja, Universidad del País Vasco,
Universidad de la Coruña, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, Universidad de
Sevilla, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia y las tres universidades organi-
zadoras ya citadas, entre otras, aparte de otras instituciones como el Instituto Nacional
de Estadística (INE) y el École de Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, etc.

Por ŭ ltimo, debemos señalar que las actividades propias de este congreso, de modo
análogo a cómo ocurrió con el congreso precedente y primero, no se agotan con su cele-
bración sino que se prolonga fundamentalmente con la publicación de un libro en el que
se recogen los trabajos que han sido presentados y defendidos en el congreso y que
representan la principal aportación escrita de las sesiones de trabajo desarrolladas en
este 11 Congreso Internacional de Historia de la Estadistica y de la Probabilidad.

Más información del Congreso y AHEPE:
jesus.scerro@uclm.es • secades.fcee@ceu.es

«REFORMATION» AND «COUNTER-REFORMATION» IN
MATHEMATICS - THE ROLE OF THE JESUITS

GERT SCHUBRING

Review of the book by Antonella Romano: La Contre-Réforme Mathématique.
Constitution et Diffusion d'une Culture Mathématique Jésuite å la Renaissance (1999)

The author has published not only this book, but also several articles on mathe-
matical activities of Jesuits. These publications show as focus of her research interest the
teaching of mathematics by Jesuits in France in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
This also constitutes the subject of one of the two parts of Romano's book.

In this part, she succeeded in exploring many archives and in evaluating numerous
sources revealing the reality of mathematics teaching in Jesuit colleges. She was thus
able to clarify how the Jesuits arrived in France in the second half of the sixteenth cen-
tury and how they established their first colleges, mainly in the south of the country.
She unravels the problems in realising mathematical teaching during that first period,
given the lack of Jesuits competent in mathematics. The next major part shows how the
Jesuits achieved establishing an extended net of colleges across all of France, during the
first half of the seventeenth century. There is an impressing richness of dimensions
which she studied systematically to present a vivid picture of the teaching reality:

- identifying the persons who taught mathematics and researching their biography
and their teaching career within the Order;

- the production of textbooks and their use in teaching;
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- evidence for mathematical activities of students, in particular of theses defended in
public ceremonies;

- reports of inspections made by superiors of the Order who regularly controlled
the individual colleges.

It is particularly rewarding and meritorious that she does not treat the Jesuits who
taught mathematics as a uniform group without individual profiles. She is highly con-
scious that there were some among them who specialized in mathematics, and others
who had at best a marginal relation to mathematics and its stock of knowledge and had
come to teach it by random, or by order of superiors. She invested much energy in
reconstructing the careers of those Jesuits who were oriented towards mathematics.

In fact, she knows and applies the method of history as a science for establishing
systematic patterns of particular social groups —the prosopography— and has tried
quite successfully to present a maximum of biographical information, structuring it into
«biographical itineraries». It is evident that such a task is intrinsically highly complicat-
ed in the case of religious Orders, and hence also in the case of Jesuits, since each Jesuit
was obliged to change his place many times in his life in order to prevent the emergence
of emotional relations within a particular context.

Besides appreciating the importance of this research and the concrete results for
France, it is necessary to be aware of two limitations which impede generalization to
Jesuit teaching of mathematics in other countries:

- The first limitation is due to an extraordinary but not well known fact which the
author justly emphasises. It is the fact, unique for entire Europe, that the Order
of Jesuits became «nationalisé» in France in 1604. The reason for this extraordi-
nary development was the first expulsion of Jesuits from France, occurred in
1594 as a decision of the Parliament after an attempt upon the King's life com-
mitted by a former student of a Jesuit college. The negotiations about readmit-
ting them resulted in a royal edict by Henri IV of 1604, permitting the return
under three conditions:

- establishing new colleges required the King's permission,

- only «naturels François» - French born Jesuits - were admitted to teaching; «aucun
estranger» - no foreigner - being allowed to serve,

- all Jesuits had to take an oath promising to refrain from acts against the French
state [ROMANO, 1999, 357].

The Jesuits accepted these conditions and in doing so confirmed the strong tenden-
cy in France towards Gallicanism, i.e. towards national French religion, which ran con-
trary to the ultramontane, Rome-dependent practice of the Catholic Church. Given this
«nationalised» context, Jesuit colleges in France are not representative for or directly
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comparable to other Catholic countries in Europe - a fact the author neglects and does
not observe or comment on.

This first limitation is even reinforced by a second one. The author claims that the idea
and principle of autonomy of mathematics from philosophy was perceived and realised
within the French colleges since the beginning of the seventeenth century [Ibid., 362].

What is this alleged autonomy intended to mean? As is also evident from Romano's
exposition, mathematics in Jesuit colleges was commonly not taught by a father spe-
cialised in this field, but rather by one of those in charge of teaching in the highest
forms, the philosophy classes, hence at best by someone versed in philosophy or in
(Aristotelian) physics. What Romano has in mind when speaking of autonomisation is
that the French kings had established so-called «chaires des Mathématiques» since the
early seventeenth century annexing them to already existing colleges. By this, twelve
Jesuit colleges were endowed with such chairs. For these select institutions, the Order
named fathers who specialised for such a teaching; they remained in local service for
extended periods. This can best be judged to be a certain professionalisation, but not an
autonomy. These chairs were not founded gratuitiously, rather their holders had to pre-
pare military officers and civil functionaries in applied and in technical disciplines for
state service. The founding of these «chairs» thus reinforced the first French peculiari-
ty: the nationalisation of teaching in the service of the state.

Moreover, there is another characteristic feature of these chairs not mentioned by
the author. Their specialised lectures occurred outside of normal teaching: it was given
to external students, in fact to adults, and not within the usual philosophy class. This
feature shows that autonomy of mathematics was realised nowhere within the teaching
given by the colleges.

It should be mentioned that the studies presented by Antonella Romano show
another restriction besides the two limitations of generalisability of her French case
just outlined. She restricts her study to those Jesuit colleges which were endowed
with the aforementioned annexed chairs, excluding the other, more normal, colleges,
which did not offer a professional training to adults. While such restrictions are evi-
dently legitimate for the pursuit of research, their consequences for generality should
be made explicit.

Summarising the development of mathematics teaching even within the select col-
leges, she affirms that nobody creative in mathematics emerged, neither in the first nor
in the second half of the seventeenth century [ROMANO, 1995, 281].

These meagre effects and the mentioned limitations for France, her field of spe-
cialised research, provide counter-evidence to the main intentions and claims in the
other part of the book under review - actually its first part. Its subject is the general
Jesuit program for teaching mathematics, since the founding of the Order up to the
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definitive version of the Ratio Studiorum of 1599. The author's intention for this part is
to present Christoph Clavius as the gifted architect of a seminal far-sighted project for
mathematics: to establish mathematics with a modern status, adapted to contemporary
needs, and to the future. Clavius is even depicted as the only person in Europe having
elaborated a noteworthy programme for mathematics [ROMANO, 1999, 162].

Consequently, the author concentrates her analysis on the projects for the Ratio
Studiorum between 1580 and 1599. Clavius (1537-1612), professor of mathematics since
1565 at the Collegio Romano, the central and most prestigious institution for the for-
mation of Jesuits, approved by the Pope as a university, tried in fact to assure an impor-
tant status for the teaching of mathematics and for the formation of teachers of mathe-
matics in the Ratio Studiorum. Clavius's main propositions were to extend the teaching
of mathematics to all three years of the philosophy class und to create an Academy of
mathematics, intended for the formation of specialised teachers of mathematics who
were to be sent to all the provinces of the Order to provide that teaching. According to
the author, this would have been the first institutionalisation of mathematics and of a
specialisation of future teachers [Ibid., 120].

Without opening up newer sources than those already analysed in the literature,
e.g. by Krayer (1991), she describes the stages of reduction which Clavius's programme
suffered between 1586 and 1591. She does not report and analyse, however, the critical
discussions of Clavius's programme which occurred in several provinces. This discus-
sion is only presented in Krayer's book (about which she published a review in 1993).
In fact, she states only briefly the meagre result in the final version of 1599 where
mathematics teaching was reduced to a part of the final year and where some additional
instruction was relegated to private teaching. The students did not have to pass an exam
like in other subjects, and there were no prescriptions about the qualification and the
procedure for nominating those who were to teach mathematics. And A. Romano does
not analyse the reasons of the failure of Clavius's programme. She prefers just to speak
of a «realist solution» [I bid., 130].

Curiously enough, the author is well aware of the resistances within the Order
against mathematics, in particular by philosophers and direct colleagues of Clavius
within the Collegio Romano, due to the dominant form of Aristotelianism, but she does
not relate this resistance to the failure of Clavius's programme. She even devotes a chap-
ter of its own to the discussions about the epistemological nature of mathematics - but
after having exposed the fate of Clavius in the Ratio Studiorum, and hence as a separate,
not related issue [Ibid., 134 ff.].

Probably, it is not amazing that the Jesuits —an Order well known for its militancy
in preserving the Catholic faith and Church, and hence primarily devoted to theology-
did not ascribe a major role to mathematics within their educational mission. It is amaz-
ing to observe, however, that the author nevertheless claims the Jesuit programme in
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mathematics to have been original in Renaissance Europe, and even superior to other
competing programmes. Unfortunately, she seems to have ventured the domain of her
competency with these assertions. Of all the seven hundred pages of her book, she
devotes only sixteen to discussing the question whether there were approaches towards
mathematics of a competing dimension elsewhere in Europe.

Before evaluating these pages, let us have a look at the contemporary context. The
first question which the book's title provokes is about the relation between the
Reformation and the Counter-Reformation. Since the Counter-Reformation was the
answer to the Protestant Reform, initiated mainly by the newly created Jesuit Order,
one expects to learn how a Counter-Reform(-ation) in mathematics brought about by
Jesuits reacted to a previous Reform(-ation) in mathematics initiated by Protestants.
Nothing like this happens in the book. Although it is well known that it was the
Humanist movement which achieved the introduction of chairs for mathematics to the
European universities since the turn from the fifteenth to the sixteenth century, and that
the Protestants continued this policy [see SCHÓNER, 1994], the author remains com-
pletely silent about this change as compared to medieval universities and thus implying
that the alleged Contre-Réforme mathématique was an independent movement, mod-
ernising the still medieval structures for the first time — an entirely false and unhistor-
ical hypothesis. In reality, Jesuits taking over humanistically reformed universities suc-
ceeded in suppressing the mathematical chairs and reducing mathematics teaching to a
few month's teaching at secondary school level in the colleges [see the case of
Landshut/Munich university in SCHÓNER, 1994]. A few Catholic territories resisted
handing over their systems of education to the Jesuits and consequently maintained the
chairs for mathematics in their universities [see the case of Padua in the Republic of
Venice: SCHUBRING, 2002].

In her brief chapter on non-Jesuit mathematics in sixteenth century Europe, she
devotes five of its sixteen pages to the Italian universities. She finds nothing important
there — not having evaluated P.L. Rose's book (1975) and Biagioli's article (1989). In fact,
with the exception of publications on Italian universities by Ch. Schmitt, she shows no
acquaintance at all with the vast international literature on the institutional history of
mathematics in Europe. Less than eight pages follow about France. While she mentions
that the prestigious Parisian university had not been modernised, she does not admit that
there had been intense struggles to achieve a modernisation. These failed, however, since
this center of theology was at the same time the stronghold of Aristotelianism in France.
In fact, it was precisely due to the failure of introducing Humanism at the Sorbonne that
the King created the later so famous Collége Royal, an institution in which the modern
disciplines promoted by Humanism could be lectured. The author does not fail to men-
tion that this institution was renowned, and to explain that it could boast of a chair spe-
cialised in mathematics; she names important mathematicians as holders of this chair and
even admits a comparability of the Collége Royal with Clavius's programme — while
immediately dismissing this comparison for alleged reasons of briefness [ROMANO,
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1999, 169]. Even more remarkably, she does not mention that it was Petrus Ramus (1515-
1572) who donated that chair. It is true that A. Romano briefly mentions Ramus's name
and explains that he realised an important programme in revalorising mathematics, but
she immediately adds that the importance of this subjet precludes pursuit of its investi-
gation in her context [Ibid., 174]. These two lacunae notwithstanding, she continues that
in France there was not anything rivalling the importance of Clavius's programme either

– a petitio principii hence instead of the necessary demonstration.

But she weakens her «proof» even more. She devotes less than three pages to the
rest of Protestant Europe, titling this part «cercles réformés» [Ibid., 175], thus sug-
gesting a marginal existence of some unstructured groups, seemingly not well identifi-
able as geographical territories. For her, the considerable size of Protestant territories
materializes only in two towns: Wittenberg and Strasbourg. She is not able to detect
something significant in these «cercles»; her revealing conclusion deserves to be
quoted in its entirety:

«Á la différence de Wittemberg ou Strasbourg, qui constituent des pales
isolés, susceptibles certes d'irriguer les espaces périphériques, voire de constituer
des modéles á imiter ou imités, la Compagnie de Jesus déploie un réseau d'étab-
lissements en Europe, puis hors d'Europe. [...] les exemples de Wittemberg ou
de Strasbourg ne peuvent rivaliser avec celui du Collegio Romano» [Ibid., 177].

This summary constitutes a rare document of ignorance and of imperialism, express-
ing the still classical prejudice according to which Rome is the navel of the world.
Culture exists nowhere but in Italy and France; outside of these countries —in
particular north of the Alps— there is only dry terra incognita in need of irrigation.

Actually, it was just the decentralised character of the German territories which per-
mitted a much more widely disseminated culture, thus contributing to the eventual rise
of Germany as the long leading nation in mathematics'.

This distortion of historical analysis, due to preconceptions loaded with prejudice,
did not remain an isolated case. It is repeated almost literally in the Proceedings of a
Colloque on Sciences and Religions organised in 1996 by A. Romano and Catherine
Brice [ROMANO, 1999a, 276-277]. The author claims the relation between Catholic
and Protestant approaches towards mathematics to be an hitherto unknown subject,
for which she was now launching and «inaugurating» a project of comparative analy-
sis [Ibid., 256]2 . In fact, the entire volume shows lack of knowledge about the state of
development in relevant disciplines. Despite its ambitious title, the papers in the latter
volume are almost all focussed on Italy and impregnated by the historical Trauma of
the Catholic Church's confrontation with science: by the Galilei process. Only once,
in the Avant-propos, Merton is mentioned — but without explaining the meaning of
this name and its context. Also neglected is use or even mention of the evidently imme-
diately relevant special issue of the journal Science in Context of 1989 on Catholic and
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Protestant Science, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Merton Thesis.
Actually, since Max Weber, the relation between science and religion constitutes a
major field of sociology, and in particular of the sociology of science and of the
sociology of religions - and last not least in the history of science.

It is difficult to understand how the organisers of the Colloque were able to cir-
cumnavigate these well-established scientific disciplines. It is likewise difficult to under-
stand how the first part of Romano's book, originally a Ph.D. thesis at a Parisian
university, was able to pass scientific assessment.

NOTES

1.The different fate of mathematics, after Humanism, in Protestant and in Catholic ter-
ritories has been analysed by myself in various studies; e.g. for Germany in
Schubring 1989, comparing France and Germany in Schubring 1991, and as a com-
prehensive history for Europe in Schubring 2002.

2. She emphasises the (subjective) novelty of this research issue by saying «Il s'agit en
effet d'un chantier que je commence à défricher» [ROMANO, 1999a, 256].
This paper is again methodologically weak since two institutions are compared
which were not functionally equivalent, but served quite different ends: The
Gymnasium at Strasbourg and the Collegio Romano.
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LA SOCIEDAD CUBANA
DE HISTORIA DE LA CIENCIA Y LA TECNOLOGíA

APOYA EL LLAMAMIENTO
DE LOS ESCRITORES Y ARTISTAS

La Sociedad Cubana de Historia de la Ciencia y la Tecnología ha decidido apoyar el
llamamiento de la Unión Nacional de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba para la creación de
un Frente Antifascista Mundial, en vista de la resurrección de los métodos y acciones de
corte fascista que están ensombreciendo peligrosamente la escena internacional.
Cualquiera puede ser la próxima víctima.

Hace varios decenios, el nazifascismo confió la realización de su suerio, finalmente
derrotado, de conquistar el mundo a la creación de un poderoso aparato militar, la
guerra relámpago y las bombas volantes.

En nuestros días, la actual administración estadounidense confía sobre todo en la
efectividad de su maquinaria de guerra y su enorme arsenal, que no sólo incluye bom-
bas inteligentes y sísmicas, sino también un terrible surtido de armas de exterminio
masivo, para someter a cualquier país que perciba como que pueda interferir sus planes
de dominación mundial. Todo ello, apoyado en el uso de la ciencia y la tecnología más
avanzadas, mientras se desprecian olímpicamente la preservación de los valores cultura-


